The distribution of abundance among species with similar ways of life has been the subject of several classical papers in ecology, and it raises issues that have not yet been resolved. The literature of the subject is formidably complex, but a useful basic distinction can be drawn between phenomenological and mechanistic interpreta- Am. Nat. 2000 . Vol. 155, pp. 606-617. C 2000 The U n~v e r s~t ) of Chicago 0003-0147/2000/15505-0002S03.00.All rights reserved. tions of abundances. A purely phenomenological approach identifies a particular frequency distribution that seems capable of generating the patterns of abundance reported from natural communities, so that the properties of these communities can be summarized as the parameters of the distribution. The two distributions that have received the most attention are the log series (Fisher et al. 1943) and the lognormal (Preston 1948) . The alternative theoretical approach first identifies an ecological mechanism thought to be responsible for communitj structure, and then infers the frequency distribution of abundance to which it gives rise. The mechanisms concerned involve the partitioning of resources in different ways (~MacArthur 1957; Sugihara 1980 ; Hughes 1 9 8 6 ) . The elegant account of the mathematical basis of these models provided by May ( 1 9 7 5 ) remains useful, while an extensive review of the literature has been published h y Tokeshi ( 1 9 9 3 ) .
There has been little effort devoted to constructing ' 1 H,, of community structure, by studying the properties of neutral models in which species are on average identicdl and diverge through stochastic effects alone. In population genetics, the neutral theory of allele frequencies ha5 reached a high degree of sophistication (see Kimura 1 9 8 3 ) , but no similar theory has been elaborated in communitb ecology, perhaps because ecologists have been reluctant to concede that the visible differences among species, often striking, have no effect on abundance. The major esception is the paper in which Caswell (19761 applied the neutral theory of allele frequencies to species abundances. showing that it gave rise to distributions resenlbling thosi. generated by phenomenological or mechanistic models. In particular, his adaptation of infinite-allele models geneyated log-series distributions of species abundance simi1,lito those observed in many samples of natural comniL1-nities. A different model, involving speciation ivithin communities of fixed size, has subsequently been elaborated as d theory of "community drift" by Hubbell ( 1979, 199'1, 1997, 1998) and Hubbell and Foster (19861. It seenls worthwhile to investigate the behavior of neutral moclels more closely. Their value is chiefly to identi$ those features of natural communities that require esplanation in terms of mechanisms acting differentially among species, 'lnd those that do not. Until this has been done, detailed discussions of the underlying causes of patterns of abundance and rarity may turn out to be pointless. A more complete account of neutral community models in relation to functional models will be published by Hubbell (in press) . In this article I shall describe some of the properties of a very simple neutral model representing a community of functionally identical species. The term "neutral" is used to mean that individuals possess the same properties, regardless of species membership; thus, individuals of different species are indistinguishable. This is invariably the sense in which the term is used in population genetics. It does not follow that species are equivalent, because abundant species have systematically different properties than rare species. The model is a Monte Carlo computer program that simulates the dynamics of communities drawn from a pool of N species. The community initially consists of i individuals of each species. The program then iterates the following four processes: immigration-a single individual is added to the community from each species in the pool with probability m; birth-each individual gives rise to a single offspring with probability b; death-each adult individual dies with probability d; density regulation-if the community exceeds its capacity of K individuals, excess individuals are removed at random, each individual having the same probability of being removed, until the community is reduced to exactly K individuals before the next cycle is begun. Note that it is individuals that are culled, and that all species are treated alike, so that each species is on average culled in proportion to its relative abundance alone. Species do not differ in their sensitivity to density, and there are no implicit or explicit interactions among species.
The diversity of the community that develops as a consequence of these operations can be characterized by the number of species S, by the form of the distribution of the number of individuals per species, s, and by the variance of species abundance q. Because q varies with the number of individuals in the community, it is most usefully expressed as the variance of species frequencies, q-. Many other parameters have been used by previous authors, and the Shannon-Weiner index, a measure derived from information theory, has been especially popular. I have not used it because it has few if any parallels in ecology, and its biological interpretation is obscure. The variance of abundance, on the other hand, is a familiar type of parameter with a direct connection to theory: in simple models, the variance is proportional to the rate of change in species composition within a group of ecologically equivalent species, just as the genetic variance is proportional to the rate of response to selection (Fisher 1930) . It is closely related to Simpson's index. A useful Neutral Community Model 607 brief review of diversity indexes (not including q) has been published by Smith and Wilson (1996) .
The model can then be used to describe the relationship of diversity and abundance to the six parameters of the model: pool size N species, initial species populations i individuals, community capacity K individuals, immigration rate m per species per cycle, birth rate b, and death rate d per individual per cycle. It can then be determined whether the patterns exhibited by natural populations differ systematically from those generated by a finite stochastic birth-death-immigration process. For some purposes, it is necessary to study the properties of random samples from the community, in which case the number of individuals sampled from separately simulated communities n is a seventh parameter. This neutral community model (NCM) differs from other kinds of neutral model in two respects. First, the probability of immigration is a constant that does not vary with the composition of the community; that is, the probability that an immigrant belonging to a given species will arrive does not depend on whether the species is already present in the community. This seems ecologically realistic. In other neutral models (e.g., Karlin and McGregor 1967 in population genetics; MacArthur and Wilson 1967 in community ecology) the corresponding parameter refers to the appearance of "new types," and it is therefore a variable whose value changes with diversity. Second, the manner of density regulation is different from other models, many of which are simple exponential processes with no regulation; it is most similar to the model developed by Ewens (1972) .
Results

Frequency Distribution of Abundance
The diversity of an isolated community of fixed maximum size will continually decline as species are lost through stochastic extinction when rare. Eventually only a single species will remain, and in time this too will become extinct. The community is rescued by immigration. For low immigration rates of rn < 1/N, abundance is approximately lognormally distributed with a mode in s >> 1 (fig.  1A ). It is skewed to the left by immigrants. These form a minor mode at s = 1, consisting predominantly of newly arrived individuals each constituting the sole representative of its species. Between these two modes lies a region where immigrants that are spreading and residents that are declining pile up to create an intermediate mode. This distribution appears to represent an equilibrium that is approached regardless of initial state i, although it may take hundreds of cycles to reach a quasi-stationary state. 
Effect of Increased Immigration
becoming minimal and q-maximal at b = d = 0.5. The effect of raising the birth rate above the death rate is generally similar to reducing the immigration rate: it creates a situation in which a greater proportion of the population are surviving residents, or the offspring of residents, rather than incomers.
As immigration rates increase from very low values, the total number of species S increases. This is caused primarily through an increase in the number of rare species in the minor and intermediate modes, so the distribution becomes increasingly skewed to the left, and for high rates of immigration comes to resemble a log-series curve ( fig.  2) . It can readily be demonstrated that this is the consequence of the balance between long-resident lineages and the lineages descending from recent immigrants. The longresident lineages retain a skewed lognormal distribution whose mode is not very sensitive to the migration rate. This distribution becomes more symmetrical at high migration rates, but at the same time, individuals descending from recent immigrants become much more abundant at high migration rates. As the immigration rate approaches the birth rate, very rare species that have immigrated re- 
Diversity in Relation to Immigration and Community Size
These changes in the elevation and shape of the distribution drive changes in diversity parameters. For a given pool N, species number S increases monotonically with immigration rn and community capacity K ( fig. 3 A ) . 
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be traced when K is large. At low migration rates the community is dominated by the major mode. As migration log Capacity K increases the minor mode waxes, the distribution becomes more skewed and the variance increases because the major mode remains in nearly the same position while the number of rare species is rising. If m increases too far, however, the major mode moves to the left, and the community shrinks to a nearly J-shaped distribution on the left, causing the variance to fall. For any given K, therefore, q-is maximal at intermediate m. Moreover, a similar line of reasoning shows how q-is maximal for intermediate K at any given value of m. These interactions between m and K give rise to the complex topography shown in figure
In most real cases, rn and K will be unknown, whereas the relationship between Sand q-can be investigated from survey data. Taking sections through figure 3, it can be seen that the neutral model does not, in general, predict any consistent correlation between S and q-. For fixed K, S and q-will vary with m ( fig. 4A ). When K is not much 1 2 3 4 greater than N, S and q-will appear to be negatively log Capacity K correlated. This is because S increases and q-decreases sharply with increased immigration, provided that rn is sufficiently high, whereas if m < 1/N, then neither S nor Figure 3 : The effect of migration and community size on diversity.
q-respond much to variation in m. For greater values of Simulations were performed at 10 nearly equal log intervals from tn = K, however, both S and q-rise as immigration increases 0.001 to 0.9 and from K = I0 to 10,000. The population parameters were at low values of m; thus, the graph of q-on S has a N = 100, 11 = d = 0.5, = K I N . Each of the 100 values in each graph is pronounced hump. Alternatively, m may be fixed and K the mean of a varying number of replicates; more replicates were used allowed to vary ( fig. 4B ). In this case, S and q-are posfor parameter combinations (involving low K or low m), yielding more variable results. A total of 368 simulations was performed. These means itively correlated if m > 1/N; at low immigration rates, qwere then used to draw a contour plot using SYSTAT 7.0.1. A, Species decreases at large K while S continues to increase, pro-number S. B, Variance of log abundance q-. ducing a hump-shaped curve. Despite these conlplexities, however, two general rules will hold provided that migration rates are not very low: S and q-will tend to be negatively correlated among communities of similar capacity whose immigration rates differ; whereas S and qwill tend to be positively correlated among conlmunities with similar rates of immigration but differing capacities.
Two special cases that give rise to contrasting patterns can be recognized.
The first is mK = constant, and especially mK = 1. The community then receives on average a single immigrant in each cycle. This is an interesting case because in the neutral theory of population genetics the number of alleles maintained in a population is governed by a quantity similar to mK. Species number S a t first increases with K, but when m approaches l/Nthe supply of immigrants becomes insufficient to prevent the domination of the community by a few species, and the pattern reverses. Thus, the relationship between S and K is hump shaped, with d peak in K < N.The variance of abundance q-, however, increases monotonically with K, and I speculate that mk' = 1 is the only locus for which this is true. Essentially, the same results were obtained for b > d as for b = d.
The second case is of more ecological interest. As the spatial dimension 1 of a community increases, the number of immigrants is expected to increase with perimeter, and the capacity with area; thus, rn should increase directly with 1and Kwith l', so that we can define m = c\E, where c is a scaling constant. In this case, S increases monotonically with K, whereas the graph of q-on K is a humpshaped curve. However, q-declines only when the community is nearly saturated, with S approaching N. There is therefore a positive relationship between S and q-for most reasonable communities that do not include most of the species in the available pool. This yields a linear regression of log q-on log S, whose slope is independent of c ( fig. 4C ).
Species Number in Samples
If a random sample of n individuals is taken from each simulated community, the number of species recorded S increases with the number of individuals sampled 11. Hecause S cannot exceed the pool N, sampling from the basically lognormal distribution arising from the neutral model generates a signloid relationship between S and n, as noted by Preston (1948) . This curve represents a speciesarea graph, if it is allowed that n will generally increase proportionately with area. X graph of log S on log t7 for the replacement model ( b = d ) is therefore convex upward, regardless of m and K ( fig. 5 ) . (Sampling from the logseries distributions generated by Caswell's models would yield a semilogarithmic relationship and would therefore also lead to a graph of log S on log 7 1 that is convex upward [Watterson 19741.) This indicates that the distribution of abundance in the neutral model is not necessarily "canonical," in the sense that the highest abundance class should contain more individuals than any other class, that is, that the product of the number of species and the number of individuals per species should peak at the extreme right-hand end of the distribution, for the category with the most individuals per species. Instead, the "individuals curve" (distribution of this product) generall!. C, m =0.001; b=0.5; d=0.25. D, m=0.1; b=0.5; d=0.25. often by the spread of immigrant lineages, so that the major mode moves to the right. This generates a linear or nearly linear regression of log S on log n. In the examples that I have computed, this regression has a slope of about +0.25, as expected for the canonical lognormal (Preston 1962) .
Increase of Diversity through Time
In 6 ) . This is attributable in large part to the increase in the number of individuals through time.
Species Turnover through Time
The species number characteristic of a certain combination of parameter values does not represent a community of fixed composition, since species are indistinguishable. Community composition must therefore change through time, while species number remains more or less the same. Successive communities are not independent, because each is constituted largely of the survivors and offspring of its predecessor. Thus, the composition of a community will be highly correlated with that of its immediate successor, whereas this correlation will fall through time, because of extinction and immigration, approaching 0 for its successors in the distant future. Figure 7 shows how the correlation of composition declines in a sigmoid fashion through log time. The rate of decline depends on K and m, being least when K is large and m is small. This is because the history of a community is less readily effaced by demographic stochasticity in large communities where immigrants are rare. The correlation may, indeed, remain high for long periods of time. The longevity of an isolated logistic population founded by i individuals is roughly 10i (Bell 1988) , so that at low migration rates one might expect the correlat~onof composltlon in the NCM to begln to decay appreciably at about 10 (WN) cycles, which seems to provide a reasonable rule of thumb. For example, communities wlth 10,000 lndlvlduals distributed among 100 specles, and which recelve one immigrant or fewer per generation, will generally retaln nearly the same composition for 100 generations or more. They would be perceived to be extremely stable on the timescale of almost all ecological studles.
Discussion
Distribution of Abundance
The properties of the neutral community model that I have described resemble those of natural communities in many important respects. In particular, the distribution of abundance among species is always approximately lognormal, skewed to the left by immigration. This is strik--ingly similar to many natural communities (see Gaston 1994) ' For Nee et (1991) present the distribution of abundance for the native breeding birds of Great Britain as a rare example of a community in which all sDecies,even the rarest, have been adeauatelv censused. It iia left-skewed lognormal resembling model with low immigration (fig. l B ) , perhaps because 'pecies reported as breeding infrequently were omitted.
The neutral models described previously by Caswell (1976) do not lead to lognormal distributions of abundance. They are versions of differential-equation models developed previously to analyze neutral theory in population genetics, and resemble the model that I have used except that the constant rate of immigration refers to new species only. Thus, the probability that a new species, not already present, will arrive in a given interval of time is independent of the number of species already present. This is equivalent to assuming that the pool of available variants is effectively infinite, which may be a more appropriate simplification for gene mutations than for species. Different versions of this model all lead to log-series distributions of abundance. With very high rates of immigration the right-hand end of the distribution may resemble a Plotted points are means of two to six independent replicate>, each run out to 2,000 generations and then run for a number of subse~uent ren-. . lognormal, but the distribution as a whole does not (see fig. 2 in Caswell 1976 ). The neutral model described by Hubbell (1995) , however, generates S-shaped dominancediversity curves indicative of lognormal distributions skewed to the left by immigration. The immigration model is not specified precisely, but seems to involve drawing a fixed number of individuals at random from a pool of fixed composition. When the species in this pool have equal frequencies, this is nearly equivalent to the model I have used, in which each species has a fixed and equal probability of receiving a single migrant in each cycle. Neutral models may therefore generate either log-series or lognormal distributions, depending on the pattern of immigration. In either case, demographic stochasticity tends to create a lognormal distribution among common species. This is skewed to the left by immigration, but with a constant immigration rate the underlying lognormal is clearly apparent, unless the immigration rate is very high. When every migrant represents a new species the immigration rate is effectively very high, and the skew becomes so extreme that the distribution approaches the log series, in which the most frequent abundance category comprises species represented by a single individual. This is likely to be an extreme case, and in more plausible circumstances neutral models will tend to generate the moderately skewed lognormal distributions characteristic of natural communities. Immigration rates are likely to be high, relative to birth rates, in small areas or among motile organisms; thus, a community of plants censused in a region much larger than average seed dispersal distances is expected to resemble the upper two panels of figure 2, showing a clear lognormal pattern, whereas moths censused at a light trap will tend to resemble the lower two panels of figure 2 , showing an approach to a log-series distributions.
Neutral Models and Neutral Communities
Whether or not one can infer that natural communities are structured by little more than scale effects and stochastic variation in vital rates is less straightforward (Harvey et al. 1983) . Certainly, any such inference can be entertained only if the term "community" refers to a set of species that are ecologically or functionally equivalent in some sense, and "assemblage" or some other term might be preferable. The term "structure" is perhaps equally questionable, given that the only elements of structure are the number of species and the distribution of abundance: the neutral model does not apply to organized communities containing coupled species such as predator and prey, parasite and host, or mutualists. Even the notion of ecological equivalence is rather vague; I shall take it to refer to a set of species for each member of which no interaction with another member is positive. If community
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structure is determined to some extent by competition, then at least one interaction for each member is negative; the neutral model is the limiting case in which all interactions are negative and equal. This definition excludes sets such as "British birds" (because some members prey on others) and "herons" (because species may live on different continents and could never interact). Needless to say, this criterion is difficult to apply precisely in practice, especially because the greater the degree of equivalence, the fewer species there will be (K. J. Gaston, unpublished) . It also ignores the important point that simple counting may be inadequate to express the diversity of communities whose members vary in size. For sympatric species of similar habits and size, then, it is possible to argue that because lognormal distributions emerge as a general consequence of a simple neutral model there is no need to seek any more specialized or onerous hypothesis to explain the general form of the distribution of abundance. The main reason for rejecting this argument, I believe, is that the same species tend to be abundant and the same species rare, at different sites and at different times, and it follows that there is some systematic source of variation among species that must be responsible for the overall distribution of abundance.
Although this argument is very persuasive, it is nevertheless not entirely out of the question that a neutral model could explain both the general form of the distribution and the specific identity of rare and common species. Suppose that the entire community of individuals belonging to some set of species is described by the NCM and therefore exhibits a lognormal distribution of abundance, in which some species will be very abundant and others rare. The community at any particular site will also develop a lognormal structure. It is impossible to predict which species will become common and which rare under the conditions used in the simulations described here, where each species has the same rate of immigration; but when a relatively small local community is embedded within the much larger global community, then the species that are globally the most common will have the greater rates of immigration and will therefpre tend to be locally the most common also. This spatial covariance would in turn generate a positive range-abundance relationship, in agreement with most reports (Gaston 1996) .
I think that most ecologists would be uncomfortable with this interpretation, because it would contradict the widely held view, so familiar that it is rarely enunciated, that the readily observed differences among species must have functional consequences that will cause some to become more abundant than others. For many types of character, however, this point of view has a serious weakness. Suppose that some prominent morphological character, of the sort that is often used to distinguish one species from another, has the effect of increasing the abundance of species that possess it. Species with dissected leaves, say, tend to increase in abundance whereas those with entire leaves decrease. The consequence will be a steady increase in the proportion of species with dissected leaves in the community, until those with entire leaves have been eliminated. At this point, the variation among species is quasi-neutral and the NCM will apply. For this reason, there is little prospect of finding consistent correlations between abundance and characters of this sort.
It is more likely that abundance will be related to the degree of specialization, so that species that are able to grow successfully in a wider range of sites will be more abundant than more narrowly specialized types (Brown 1984 ; but see Gaston et al. 1997 for a critique). Given local density regulation, this will generate frequency-dependent selection so that all species, whatever their abundance, have equal fitness at equilibrium. The NCM does not apply because any departure from equilibrium causes the reappearance of variation in fitness. This approach is capable of explaining the distribution of abundance through the underlying distribution of the conditions of growth to which species are differentially adapted. The models of MacArthur (1957) and Sugihara (1980) , for example, are attempts to interpret abundance in this way through creating general theories of environmental structure. The weaknesses of the approach are that the simple physical analogies that the models appeal to have no known relationship to the structure of real environments and that there is no general account of the distribution of "conditions of growth."
The final possibility is perhaps the most appealing. There may indeed be systematic differences among species in their inherent tendency to become abundant or rare. This tendency has an unknown distribution but is rather weak. The history of any particular site is dominated by the accidents of arrival, establishment and proliferation, and the distribution of abundance therefore tends toward the lognormal generated by demographic stochasticity.
Setting these complications aside, we can at least conclude that the lognormal form of most abundance distributions can no longer be represented as evidence for one or another theory of community structure, because it is generated by a simple neutral model. The form of this distribution can also be predicted to some extent. For instance, variance q-will increase as the distribution becomes more left skewed at sites where immigration is greater relative to birth. A good example is provided by the difference between moth communities on small rocky skerries and larger, more heavily vegetated islands in the Baltic (Nieminen and Hanski 1998) . The converse is also true: where a distribution differs markedly from the lognormal it cannot be explained in this way and therefore requires a functional explanation. For example, communities that are dominated by two or three nearly equally abundant species, and that lack species of moderate abundance, are inconsistent with the NCM.Hanski (1982) has described cases in which the number of sites at which a species occurs is distributed bimodally among species, and this may represent a situation of this sort.
Community Structure in Space and Time
There is an important distinction between dynamic null hypotheses and statistical null hypotheses. Dynamic null hypotheses, such as the NCM,assert that the input to the system varies stochastically, whereas statistical null hypotheses assert that the output varies stochastically. Consider, for example, the distribution of species number S over a range of sites surveyed through a number of years.
The simplest statistical H,,would be that each species is distributed at random among sites and years, given its overall abundance. The community would then be unstructured both in space and in time, with no tendency for neighboring sites or consecutive years to resemble one another. This lack of structure, however, does not by any means follow from a dynamic H,,. The species that are actually present at a given place and time are determined, not by chance alone but also by history. The accidents of immigration and colonization, followed by local growth, persistence, and dispersal, will ensure that neutral models create correlations among sites (Hubbell 1995) and among years ( fig. 7) . These correlations can be strong, extensive and persistent, especially when the effects of history are preserved from the ravages of chance by large community size or low immigration rate. Where such correlations are found to exist, the overthrow of the statistical H,,does not in the least imply that the dynamic H,, is inadequate. Indeed, it is unlikely that the dynamic H,, can ever be convincingly refuted merely by an inspection of the patterns of abundance and diversity. It can be refuted only by demonstrating that these patterns correspond to spatiotenlporal variation in other features of the landscape, such as productivity, and this requires information in addition to the biological survey itself.
Measures o f Diversity
It is generally recognized that there are two aspects of diversity. One is the number of distinct entities, the number of alleles in population genetics, or the number of species S in community ecology. The second is a measure of the disparity in abundance of these entities. The genetic variance is used for this purpose in population genetics, because of its theoretical link to the rate of response to selection and because it can be analyzed (partitioned into component variances) by standard procedures. The same reasons justify the use of the variance of log abundance q-in community ecology, in place of the rich variety of other measures suggested piecemeal by previous authors (see Smith and Wilson 1996) . These two quantities are different aspects of diversity; they are not different components of diversity, because there is no quantity of interest that can be partitioned into a range and a variance. Attempts to conflate them in any single "index of diversity" are therefore difficult to justify. Rather, the relationship between the two remains to be studied.
Observed patterns in species number and the variance of abundance can be compared with those generated by the NCM. The most general of these is that the two main measures of diversity, species number S and the variance of log abundance q-, will tend to be positively correlated when they are estimated at sites that vary in size or age. This appears to be the case when completely different communities are compared (Sugihara 1980 ). I have not found any compilation of data for similar communities at different sites, but negative correlations have been reported for sedges by G. Bell, M. Lechowicz, and M. Waterway (unpublished manuscript) and for moths by Cook and Graham (1996) .
Regulation of Diversity
The variation of species number S with sample size n and community size K constitute two versions of the speciesarea relationship. Increasing sample size is akin to sampling successively larger areas of a mainland region, whereas varying community size is more nearly comparable with sampling islands of different size. In most cases, log S increases linearly with log area, so that the speciesarea relationship can be described by a power law; in other cases, however, S increases directly with log area (see Connor and McCoy 1979) .
The log-series distributions generated by the models studied by Caswell (1976) give rise to semilog relationships of the form S = alog n + c, where a is a migration rate.
Lognormal distributions yield a sigmoid curve, which is roughly linear in the central part of the plot (Preston 1948) . In either case, the graph of log S on log n is convex upward. The NCM can give rise to linear log-log graphs, however, when birth rate is high and immigration rate low. In these circumstances a canonical lognormal is generated, and a power law with an exponent of about 0.27 follows, as expected (Preston 1962 ). Leitner and Rosenzweig (1997) have shown that this exponent should be about 0.77 for nested samples of a region within which species distributions have explicit spatial locations; this spatial structure is not present in the NCM.
Caswell's models predict a similar semilog relationship Neutral Community Model 615 between species number S and community size K, so that the log-log graph will be convex upward. He suggests that a linear log-log plot might be the consequence of an increase of immigration rate with species number. Lognormal distributions of abundance generally give rise to linear log-log graphs. Under the NCM, the graph of log S on log K is convex upward for m > lls, and concave upward for m < 11s; for m = 11s the graph is linear with a slope of about 0.3 (see fig. 3 ). Neutral models are thus capable of generating speciesarea relationships that resemble those found in nature. In particular, the characteristic linearity of log-log plots emerges from the NCM with plausible combinations of parameter values. Moreover, the NCM can generate power laws with exponents close to those characteristic of natural systems. Indeed, the dependence of the shape of the relationship on the magnitude of immigration rate relative to birth rate can be given a simple and natural interpretation. In small areas the perimeter is large relative to the interior, and communities will contain a large proportion of recent immigrants; in these circumstances the log-log graph will be convex upward. In large areas the perimeter is much smaller relative to the interior, and most individuals will be natives, born within the area; the log-log graph will then tend to be linear. The neutral model thus gives rise to a biphasic species-area relationship that resembles that of natural regions within a single biogeographic province (Rosenzweig 1995) .
More generally, an important lesson of the neutralistselectionist controversy in population genetics was that prolonged contemplation of frequency distributions is unlikely to provide decisive evidence about ecological or evolutionary mechanisms. It will be rare indeed that a particular pattern of abundance or diversity cannot be explained both by a neutral model, given the appropriate combination of parameters, and equally by some functional hypothesis. Sugihara's sequential-breakage model, for example, generates canonical lognormal abundance distributions through a procedure that is taken to represent an ecological mechanism of habitat partitioning (Sugihara 1980) , and the self-similarity of species distributions may by itself lead to skewed lognormal distributions (Harte et al. 1999) . One of the most important roles of neutral models in community ecology is merely cautionary. It might be that lognormal distributions of abundance indicate competition, that species-area relationships reveal the degree of community saturation, or that the spatial or temporal structure of diversity reflects patterns of heterogeneity and disturbance. These possibilities should be evaluated, however, in relation to the simpler explanations offered by chance and history.
